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Digihud speedometer ios

100% ad-free, no data/mobile connection required to work. DigiHUD Speedometer is a free GPS-based GPS head digital up display (HUD) that shows useful speed and distance information for your journey. Ideal if your car speedo is dead, you want to verify your vehicle speed or you just want to know your speed when cycling, running, flying, rowing etc! The screen can be switched between normal view
and HUD mode that mirrors the screen to see as a reflection in the car windshield (most useful at night, depending on the brightness of the device). DigiHUD can open as a floating window on other apps or your home screen. Works with external GPS receivers (tested at 10Hz). Although we try to make all readings as accurate as possible, they are just as accurate as your device's GPS sensor and should
only be considered approximation. For more than a dozen extras, with more plans, try DigiHUD Pro (link at the end of this description). Information showing current speed (select MPH, KMH or KTS)Average speed, since resetMaximum speed, since resetThree Trip distance countersCompassOdometer (found under Statistics)Current timeDigit color changes to red when above your set warning
speedBattery level IndicatorSatellite lock status iconSusing DigiHUDLite Mode (speed only) - swipe the speed or left right. Swipe back to return TOHUD Mode (doubled) - swipe the speed up or down. Swipe again to go back Touch the trip counter to cycle through threeLong-pressing counters on a speed or trip value that will reset itLong-click the speed unit to choose between MPH, KMH and KTS from the
pop-up menu (also in the Main Menu)When in window mode tap the DigiHUD icon for a menu to switch to full screen application or exit. The window can be resized using the angular drag handle. All values can be reset by long pressing PAUSE RESET (odometer index in the statistics pop-up will not reset and count the total distance since the application was installed or the app's data has been deleted).
The main menu Open by touching the speed shown in the center of the screen, menu allows you:Exit DigiHUDWindow / Background mode: Close and open as a fairly large floating windowhud view / Normal view: Switch between HUD (double) and normal display Unit speed: Change between MPH, KMH or KTSSet Speed / Sound Warning: The speed at which the color digits will change to red. An audio
alert can also be triggered hereBrightness: Adjust the screen brightnessDisplay Color: Choose from 10 customizable colors. Almost every color is available except blackLock screen rotation: hold the screen in its current rotation even if the device is rotated Display options: turn on / off screen elements Statistics: odometer, trip distance, maximum speed and average speed and number of help versions:
show help and other information * this uses a GPS receiver, which may increase battery usage.*The screen will not turn off during long trips and operates in landscapes or portraits There will never be third-party ads, however the app can tell you about other DigiHUD opportunities from our partners. There are no time-outs or nag-screens. If you have any problems using DigiHUD please check, either. The
DigiHUD speedode is a free GPS-based digital display that allows you to view information about both the distance and speed of the journey. It can also display other information, including current time, direction, gauges, top speed, average speed, battery level and more. The app can display speed in two different modes with the first being the normal view and the second being HUD mode. Using HUD
mode, you can see the speed in the car's windshield, which is especially useful at night. The DigiHUD Speedo clock app is fully customizable. You can set your preferred screen brightness, add an alert speed, or an audio alert will notify you when you reach a specific speed, choose from ten display colors, and so on. You can open the DigiHUD Speedo clock as a floating window, which you can resize and
view on top of other applications. To go full screen, just click the app's icon. If you own a car, you know they may have problems at times. Whether you have a car from the 1950s, or a brand new one from this year, I think we can all agree on one thing: cars have their quirks. Some can be fixed, and with others you may just need to throw in the towel and get a new car. But in the meantime, we've put
together a handy list of what we think are the best speedo clock apps for the iPhone for this year. A fairly common problem in many vehicles is that the speedo clock is broken or faulty. Whether the light in it is broken, the inhibition you see it clearly at night, or the speedo clock itself broken, this is something you should get checked out immediately, and if possible, fixed to ensure you are in accordance with
any local laws. The best speedo clock app for iPhone1. Speed TrackerSpeed Tracker not only tracks your current speed, but also your location on the map, so you can always be aware of your speed, and where you are staying, which is extremely useful if you are traveling somewhere you have never been before. If you've ever wondered how long it takes to get to a specific location, Speed Tracker has
integrated with a timer designed to track the time it takes to go from point A to point B. It also tracks things like title and altitude, and saves your trips so you can share them with friends and family on social media social media if that's what you care about. It's a great way to catalogue each of your road trips and vacations, and a lot simpler than scrapbooking (though who doesn't like looking through mom's
old scrapbook?). Whether by Speed Tracker is an excellent digital speedo clock for whatever the need may be. Download it now: here2. Speedograph + HUDThis app uses your screen brightness to display a HUD on your windshield when driving at night, making it super easy to Speed you are going at any time of the night, without having to take your eyes off the road. Speedometer + HUD is free for a
limited time, so be sure to check it out in the App Store and download it for free while you still can. This speedograph has a simple, smooth interface that is not clunky, making it more polished than most other speedograph apps on the market. Speedometer + HUD also allows you to track your speed in kph or mph, so no matter how you want to read your speed, this app has you covered. And similar to the
SpeedGlow Speedometer, your Speedometer + HUD allows you to set a personal speed limit alarm that will come out if you pass what you have set. Download it now: here3. Speedometer Speed BoxSpeedometer Speed Box has a beautiful and intuitive design, not only has a speedometer but also a meter, so you can see how far you have come. This app allows you to use knots, kph and mph, so it's
ready for any activity you need. Speedometer Speed Box also supports both vertical and horizontal modes, so you can set it up on your dashboard however you want to display it, and see whatever you need. Traveling? Input where you are going, and it will always show how far you have left to go, which may be useful for you personally, but also a fun way to get your kids excited about your destination.
Download it now: here4. Speedometer SimpleSpeedometer Simple is a simple and simple option. Open the speedo clock app, and you can start tracking your speed immediately. This especially comes with large fonts for easy-to-read numbers. It supports the display of mph, km/h speeds and knots. Optionally, a compass city name can be displayed on the screen. You also get a nice distance travel feature.
There's also an average and maximum speed displayed in the options screen that you can also turn on and off. You can also customize this speedo clock to your own preferences, allowing you to change the interface color to one of the pre-selected colors. Download it now: here5. Speedometer 55Speedometer 55 does much the same thing as the rest on our countdown. However, this feature has a few
extra features that make it quite useful. For example, you can set a pre-set speed limit, and when you cross that limit, large digits change color from green to red. On top of that, the device sounds loud to alert you. It's a great way to avoid speeding up tickets! This speedograph app also displays your current location, so you can easily share via SMS, email or messaging app of your choice. Download it now:
here6. SpeedGlow SpeedometerSpeedGlow Speedometer works especially well for night driving, so if your speedometer doesn't glow this is great because it will actually use your phone to reflect your speed on the windshield if set properly on your dashboard. The app has more than five color variations and allows you to set a speed limit, so when you press that mark, it will play an alarm to let you know
you'll be quick. If If Are taking a road trip where you will drive for long periods of time, but your real speedo clock works well, which can be useful to ensure you don't start missing at the wheel. While most speedo clock apps are reduced by more than 10% compared to your actual speed, most of them do not undergo all the necessary calibration. SpeedGlow Speedometer, however, has completed the
necessary calibration and uses more than thirty satellites to ensure they are as good as your real-time speed. Download it now: here7. Speedo speedo pace clock Looking for a speedo clock app that lets you know the speed you are going without making you lose focus on the road? You're lucky, because Speed Speak Talking Speedometer Apps for iPhone have helped you get covered, there's text-to-
speech technology, designed to tell you exactly how fast you're going all the time! The app also has some speed calculations like knots, kmh, and of course your mph, so whether you're driving, rowing, or just want to see how fast you're going, this app has you covered! Speed Speak also has multiple voices from the US, AU and UK so you can choose the type of voice you want to hear. Speed Speak also
lets you decide if you want it to tell you how fast you're going every few minutes, or at every 5 miles of increase or fall so you can make sure you're always below the speed limit, without being annoying. Download now: hereBest Speedometer Apps for iPhone Verdict While there are plenty of speedometer apps for iPhone available in the App Store, here are just a few of our favorites. And as you may have
noticed, your speedo clock is not necessarily broken or corrupted to use great speedo clock apps. Any app listed here today will create great buffers for your truly, fully functional speedo clock. Speedometer.
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